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  NISHA JACKSON

THE BRILLIANT TRIBE 
HOW TO AVOI D BURNO U T BY BUI LDI NG A T RI BE

The body’s sophisticated response to stress is nothing short of 
a miracle. The reality, however, is that we overachiever-super-
people-stress-junkies spend quite a bit of time being plugged 

in and in fight-or-flight mode, maneuvering strategically between one 
highly pressurized situation to the next. It’s like a time bomb. While 
our bodies are meant to react to perceived stress occasionally, they 
are clearly not capable of withstanding longer periods of flight or fight 
without some sort of breakdown. 

This elaborate stress response, with multiple internal alarms going off, 
typically occurs regularly throughout the day for most women. This 
constant state of activation and overstimulation requires continuous 
effort to preserve and restore your adrenal glands. This is incredibly 
taxing on them, and causes your entire system to become sluggish. 
Most people have heard of the fight or flight response. To put it clini-
cally, fight or flight is the way your brain perceives, your nervous 
system activates and your adrenal stress system prepares your body 
to react to incoming danger or threats. However, this multi-system 
response to grave danger is also the same group of reactions that man-
age your day-to-day encounters with high stress. 

HERE IS WHERE THE TRIBE COMES IN TO SAVE THE DAY!
Tribes are essential for success and for personal sanity when you are 
busy changing the world. However, this support system doesn’t just 
magically appear and can take quite a while to construct. To be clear, 
your tribe’s role is much deeper than just helping you get work done. 
The fact that your tribe “sees you” is, in my opinion, the reason why 
you need them in your life. Do you have people close to you in your 
life who “see you?” Do you have a few people who will call you out and 
set you straight, will love you no matter what, and will be there for you 
when you can’t go one more step? Those who have your back when you 
can’t pull your load, will provide for you when you can’t, will prop you 
up, will defend you, go to bat for you, or cry with you when you need 
it? Do you have someone you can call at the last moment to go out 
with and just laugh? You should! You need a tribe that sees you exactly 
as you are so that when you can’t see yourself, they can help you find 
your way. 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE REWARDS FROM YOUR EFFORTS 
BUILDING A TRIBE:
 » Support when you feel like giving up.

 » More energy and strength than you could ever generate alone.

 » Enrichment through many life-long relationships.

 » An encouraging community that allows you to make your passion 
your livelihood.

 » Feeling like the luckiest person in the world in being surrounded by 
those who care about you and have your back.

 » And perhaps the greatest — and most unexpected — gift is that 
leading a community will serve as a catalyst for you to become a 
better human being.

1. Start with a clear intention and a desire to have the group 
you want. Consider listening to women or men talk and see 
how you feel in their presence. For example, do you feel up, 
supported, enlightened, or engaged? Can you see this person 
standing strong for you? 

2. Start small and stay focused. Pace yourself and don’t feel obli-
gated to bring a member into your tribe that you know will be 
more work than you the have time or energy for. Think of the 
qualities you want your tribe to have. For instance, start with 
things such as: doesn’t judge, has a sense of humor, is an artist, 
lives with wide-open passion, and/or is loyal. 

3. Take an inventory of your current friends, family, etc. This will 
help you determine if there is already the start of a tribe right 
in front of you. Stay true to what you want in your inner circle. 

4. Listen to your inner voice and instincts. Listen to that gut feel-
ing about a person. Your body will tell you. Do you feel drawn 
to them right away, as if you’ve known them for years? Or do 
they make you put up your guard? 

5. Pay attention to their social media posts. This is a great way to 
root out the crazies. 

6. Consider doing something you are passionate about (besides 
working): go to a class, join a club, or learn something new that 
you have always wanted to learn. Doing this you might be able 
to meet others with similar interests.

7. Begin spending time with these people and make it a priority to 
do so.  Find a common interest between you and your potential 
tribe members and invite them over. Keep it purposeful.

Best to you on your Tribal Journey!
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in the Game by Rewiring 

Their Bodies, Brains, 

and Hormones

B R I L L I A N T 
B U R N O U T

“Dr. Jackson’s book is a must-read for 

anyone who wants to get back to the top 

of their game quickly and successfully. 

It is a step-by-step guide to feeling vibrant, 

balanced, and in shape. Most importantly, 

you will feel happy and good about yourself. 

I know how grateful I am for this book! 

Thank you, Nisha!”

—KYLE RICHARDS , actress, producer, 

television personality, and reality TV star

“Brilliant Burnout provides simple, quick, 

easy steps to fi x your brain balance, stress 

system, hormones, and body to ultimately 

get you from burnout back to who you were 

meant to be. This is a must-read.”

—MORGAN FAIRCHILD ,

 actress and activist

“As a high-octane athlete, I know fi rsthand 

what it’s like to be exposed to trauma and 

shock. Nisha’s program is exactly what 

women need today to get strong, healthy, 

and back to who they were meant to be.”

—KRISTIE ENNIS , adaptive athlete, 

entrepreneur, and retired military

US $18.95

In Brilliant Burnout, Nisha Jackson reveals 

proven and successful testing and treat-

ment strategies, with step-by-step instruc-

tions for optimal hormone, brain, and body 

balance and compelling insights that have 

helped women all around the world change 

their lives and step up their game. Learn and 

use the tactics explained in this book to beat 

the big snooze of burning out!

NISHA JACKSON is a nationally recognized 

hormone expert and gynecology health 

specialist. She is the founder and owner of 

Peak Medical Clinics, a renowned lecturer, 

motivational speaker, radio host, columnist, 

and is the author of two other books—The 

Hormone Survival Guide to Perimenopause: 

How to Balance Your Hormones Naturally

and Surviving the Teenage Hormone Take-

over: A Guide for Moms.

Women’s Health

www.nishajackson.com
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